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 Book Reviews
 (i.e., military activity) is not the explicit topic of many of these essays, and yet
 exceptionally accurate in that Brooks's work truly does demonstrate how inex-
 tricably intertwined military activity and its societal causes, responses, and
 consequences were in the Middle Ages. Similarly, while the date range of the
 title is also inclusive of all of the periods he covers, the majority of the book
 deals with the Anglo-Saxon period, with two outlying essays, one extending
 the history of Rochester bridge to the fourteenth century and one on organi-
 zation of the Peasant's Revolt of 1381. And, those not already familiar with his
 work should be cautioned that Brooks deals exclusively with England in these
 essays. Where Brooks's scholarly output truly does shine, however, is in
 explaining the social, legal, demographic, economic, and even linguistic,
 numismatic, and artistic parts of medieval society, not so much as the conse-
 quence of military activity, but in the context of its ubiquity at that time.
 Brooks approaches most of his topics with a strong respect for previous
 treatments, but then subjects those treatments to rigorous consequential
 analysis to pick apart the flaws of their conclusions. In most cases, his revi-
 sions are thorough and convincing. Fans of narrative history may at times
 find his summary historiographical style pedantic, but those willing to look
 beyond the battles themselves (both military and scholarly) will be rewarded
 in recognizing that the seemingly tangential elements Brooks contemplates
 do in fact have a great deal to say about medieval military history. Conse-
 quently, it is very much worth remembering that coin hoards are interesting
 not only for the coins they contain, but for why and by whom they were
 cached; the question of where the Bayeux Tapestry was produced bears on
 what bits of material culture and historical tradition became enshrined in its
 threads; and although the administrative machinery that went into organiz-
 ing, arming, and provisioning an offensive army (or rebellious "mob") and
 defensive works may not be as glamorous as tactical or strategic decisions,
 they are the bedrock upon which such decisions were made. Similarly, two
 essays dealing with Rochester bridge remind us of the largely neglected
 importance of medieval bridges not only as technological artifacts but also
 as military strongpoints. Many of the eleven essays in the volume seem to
 form natural pairs forming two-pronged attacks on a common subject: two
 on bridges, two on the Burghal Hidage, two on weapons in the Anglo-Saxon
 world, and two on general military conditions in eighth- and ninth-century
 England. At the same time, woven throughout all the essays is a sense of
 Brooks's search (sometimes to the point of distraction) for "the key stages in
 the development of social power" (p. xiii) that arise from military consider-
 ations of society as a whole. These eleven previously published essays have
 been reset and some include postscripts to lead the reader to significant dis-
 cussions since their initial appearance.
 Steve Walton Michigan Technological University
 Iloughton, Michigan
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